• Maintain high levels of comfort with these foam mats for comfortable standing in the workplace
• Anti-Fatigue mats help ease the pressure of standing
• Elevated surface points allow for ease of movement, shifting of positions and stretching to help further reduce fatigue from standing
• Helps to engage different muscles while standing
• Movable glides on bottom allow user to easily grip with foot and slide under workstation when not in use
• Made out of thick, pliable polyurethane foam for maximum comfort
• Available in Black to seamlessly blend into most professional spaces

2125BL Active Anti-Fatigue Mat
• Mat combines movement features to stay active and polyurethane foam for comfortable standing
• Active rolling bar allows users to fidget with their feet or massage foot arches
• Rolling, fidget bar may help increase productivity and focus as compared to stationary sitting

2127BL Contoured Anti-Fatigue Mat
• Contoured with deep grooves to create ridges to stand on
• Raised edges help to stretch calves and hamstrings
• Rounded contours help ease tension on foot arches

2125BL ACTIVE ANTI-FATIGUE MAT
LIST PRICE: $148 | 29W x 27D x 3”H

2127BL CONTOURED ANTI-FATIGUE MAT
LIST PRICE: $159 | 30½W x 27¼D x 4¼”H

APPLICATIONS
• Personal workspaces
• Private offices
• Collaborative spaces
• Pairs perfectly with standing-height or sit-to-stand workstations

Part of the Safco Active Collection; The Safco Active Collection products are designed to promote active movement throughout the day and engage major muscle groups to help combat the negative effects of inactivity in many workplace settings